Tyler Hubbard’s grandmother collected newspaper clippings and other items that showed Florida Georgia Line’s journey and career highlights. She then created a scrapbook for Tyler and gave it to him as a Christmas gift in 2014. You can see the scrapbook in the exhibition, located on the Museum’s third floor.

MY DAY AT THE COUNTRY MUSIC HALL OF FAME AND MUSEUM
Make a scrapbook page to remember your Museum visit.

The people with me are:

DATE:

AN ARTIST I LEARNED ABOUT TODAY:

The Country Music Hall of Fame® and Museum is:

Something I want to remember is:

I drew this picture of an object displayed at the museum

Object details:

If I am asked to display something in a museum, I would display:
The name Florida Georgia Line comes from Tyler Hubbard and Brian Kelley’s home states. Tyler Hubbard grew up in Monroe, Georgia, and Brian Kelley was raised in Ormond Beach, Florida. In the maze below, help get Tyler from his hometown to Brian’s hometown!

START A BAND:

Imagine you are starting a band with a friend. What would your band name be if it was inspired by where you grew up?

I am from: __________________________
My friend is from: _____________________
Our band is named: ____________________
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